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Why does the Air Force need
expensive new bombers? Have
the people we’ve been bombing
over the years been complaining?
-George Wallace

Destruction of
France Sends
World into
Fury of Mass
Indifference
by Ian Smith
~ Up ‘n Coming Writer

As it was reported last week,
France has been turned to rubble by a nuclear attack orchestrated by the People’s Republic
of China. Now coupled with
the official body count implying
not a single Frenchie escaped
the blast. But based on current
polls..., no one cares. The Bull
decided to investigate. When
we asked on the street, we received varied responses ranging
from, “Yeah, I heard about that. I
can’t say I’m blame them” to the
common, “HAHAHAHAHA.”
A release from the National
People’s Congress states, “We
have only done what the rest of
the world didn’t have the balls
to do. I mean, come on. They
sucked. We did you all a favor.”
The general reaction has been,
“Huh.... That sounds about right.”
... see Croissants on back

Creator of Pokemon becomes Sixth Prime
Minister of Japan

Sudoku - now with digits!

Puzzle 1 (Hard, difficulty rating 0.64)

By Kyle Roe ~ Daily Bull

Satoshi Tajiri, well known as the creator
of Pokemon, was elected last Tuesday
as Japan’s sixth prime minister. This victory is being taken
with enthusiastic joy
by most of Japan’s
youth and the entire Western population. Sadly, in
contrast, Tajiri finds
his administration
faced with great
criticism by their
neighboring country China. The criticisms range from
mild debates over
his foreign policies,
to massive rioting
protests over the
fact that most of his
voters were American men born in the
90’s that somehow
obtained voting
rights in Japan. Already facing such a
staggering list of domestic problems,
the last thing new Prime Minister needs
is a spite-filled relationship with China,
Japan’s biggest trading partner.
China’s media continue to lash out at

Tajiri, making accusations like “he is
a money hungry ‘hawk’ who plans
to change over all of Japan’s foreign exports to a
corrupted ‘color
based’ trading system.” (In
the color based
system countries
would have the
option to purchase Red expor ts or Green
exports; both options granted the
receiving country
with similar, yet in
some ways different, goods.)
The Chinese media is also playing
against his comments suppor ting a highly controversial Tokyo
shrine. The shrine was constituted
to honoring fallen citizens who died
while watching a seizure-inducing
episode of Pokemon, in which the
main character Ash is thrown into a
strobe light filled room in a failed at... see Legend of Koizumi? on back

Does it ever feel like the paper is talking to
you? Yeah... Kinda like now?
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... Legend of Koizumi? from front

tempt by Team Rocket to actually kill
him. Tajiri’s support of this memorial is
being called “hypocritical” and “just
plain childish”.
“New Japanese Prime Minister admits
being a strong advocate of animal
fighting and the breeding of fire dogs,
electric rats, and other ‘monsters’ that
somehow lay eggs.” rumored the
nationalistic China Global Times, “He
is also writing a bill which will require
all university students of graduate level
to change their study to that of animal
biology.”

I fully expect for all the world’s problems
to be solved by the new prime minister of
Japan, through Pokemon. Kind of like the
Legend of Koizumi
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Regarded by the world as one of the
greatest minds behind video games,
Tajiri replaces Naoto Kan, who quit
after widespread criticism over his administration’s handling of the tsunami,
nuclear disaster, and Nintendo Japan’s
unprecedented loss in 3DS sales. A
former mastermind of worldwide
phenomenon games, Tajiri will most
likely focus on these immense challenges left behind by his predecessor
by: remaking older Japanese economic ideas on modern technology
(naming them the same as before but
putting catchy words in front of them,
for example: Fire Military, and Leaf Enviormental Policies, and Heart Health
Care), creating another Pokemon Colosseum game, and exiling Nintendo’s
main competition: everyone else.
As of now Satoshi Tajiri’s playful and
friendly press conferences have won
the hearts of most Japanese citizens,
and of course his loyal Pokemon fans
(same thing?).

olds to other countries to catalog the
animal species there as being both
random and insane. And even more
liberal newspapers than the even
more liberal newspapers are taking
shots at his idea to let young teens run
animal fighting gyms and large swimming pool stadiums. While completely
unbiased newspapers like the Lode
have not yet made any comments
as they seemed to not notice Japan
events as being crucial to the American newspaper reading audience.

Japan, long used to being the region’s
most dominant power -- also the
region’s largest producer of addicting games that teach children that it is
ok to follow old men into tall grass to
learn how to “catch a pocket monster” -- has been unsettled by China’s
increasing growth over the past years.
Currently China’s disgust for the ideas
held by Prime Minister Tajiri, and Japan’s fear of China’s rapid growth is
causing strong tension; tension which
But in China the media is calling Tajiri hopefully does not lead to any rash
a right winged nationalist, and has actions by ether of the countries.
predicted that his decision to turn
all hospitals and stores into animal A full list of Satoshi Tajiri’s 646 plans for
hospitals and pet supply stores will Japan can be found on his website
lead to a great drop in the health of and in Tajiri’s low budget propaganda
Japaneses citizens. Even more liberal advertisements which were released
newspapers in China are highlighting last year on September 18th named:
his comments on sending ten year- “Pokemon Black and White”.

Last Pi-Day Night
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There’s a math book on my bed
There’s a number in my head
Post-Its all over the room
Wave-form functions in the pool

The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication
is printed on. We would also like to thank the Student Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
and toner costs.

I smell like a Sharpie pen
After proving stuff again
Typing on my 89
There’s a tangent or cosine

Advertising inquiries, questions &
comments should be directed to
bull@mtu.edu

Homework from last night
Ended up online, I’m screwed

... Croissants from front

Even religious and political leaders agree.
President Obama chimed in, “During these
tough economic times, the best thing that
we could do for the American people
was to destroy, uh, the French.” While
Pope Benedict XVI responds, “ ‘Bout
fuckin’ time!” Michele Bachmann took
advantage of the situation and spouted,
“This attack, as wonderful as it may be, is a
message from God to ban gay marriage!”
Alas, as time goes on, it becomes clearer
and clearer how fucking little France mattered in this fleeting world of ours. And
all it took to correct such a blight was a
few hundred tiny, 45 megaton nuclear
warheads. And now that Old France is
nothing but a bittersweet memory, Cleveland has placed its bid as the new city

of love, citing that without all that pesky
industry, it can really focus on romance.
With the sheer number of abandoned
houses it really is the perfect place to
settle down. In addition, you can really
jump on the “It’s better to have love and
lost” bandwagon when your significant
other is brutally murdered! Or just simply
‘lost’ to the city...
WOAH! Hey kids! You can learn French,
the now dead language, too! Impress
your friends and attract ALL the ladies with
this easy to say phrase!
J’adore tuer et mange bebes!
I love to kill and eat babies!
Heh.... French people.

by Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull
with vaguely sincere apologies to Katy Perry

Oh well, It’s a calc-based blur
But I’m pretty sure it ruled... damn.
Last Pi-Day night
3.14159
Used to calculate the sine
Think it’s 1, let’s hope that’s fine
Last Pi-Day night
Yeah we rounded up somewhere
And gave ourselves quite a scare
So we quit and drew a square

Last Pi-Day night
We wrote digits in the park
Geeky vandals in the dark
Made mathematical remarks
Last Pi-Day night
Yeah, we’ll never write ‘em all
Pi is never gonna stop-op, woah!
Last Pi-Day night
This Pi-Day night
Do it all again...

It’s okay, Katy Perry. Sometimes my math
homework makes me want to resort to
wreckless alcoholism, too.

